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Artificial cellular systems are minimal systems that mimic certain properties of
natural cells, including signaling pathways, membranes, and metabolic pathways.
These artificial cells (or protocells) can be constructed following a synthetic biology
approach by assembling biomembranes, synthetic gene circuits, and cell-free
expression systems. As artificial cells are built from bottom-up using minimal
and a defined number of components, they are more amenable to predictive
mathematical modeling and engineered controls when compared with natural
cells. Indeed, artificial cells have been implemented as drug delivery machineries
and in situ protein expression systems. Furthermore, artificial cells have been
used as biomimetic systems to unveil new insights into functions of natural cells,
which are otherwise difficult to investigate owing to their inherent complexity.
It is our vision that the development of artificial cells would bring forth parallel
advancements in synthetic biology, cell-free systems, and in vitro systems biology.
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INTRODUCTION

In 1953, Stanly L. Miller built an apparatus that
circulated methane, ammonia, water, and hydro-

gen in mimetic primitive-earth conditions. Glycine and
alanine were observed among the products that sug-
gested the synthesis of biomolecules from nonliving
substances.1 This work offered a possible explanation
regarding how life might be created from nonliving
materials on earth. Furthermore, this work established
a new scientific area that attempted to use minimal and
well-defined chemical systems to mimic cellular evolu-
tion in natural environments. Approximately 20 years
later, Ronald Kaback isolated membrane vesicles from
Escherichia coli (E. coli) that contained functional lac-
tose transporters LacY.2 On the basis of this minimal
system, significant insights were gained with regards
to the simultaneous transport of proton and lactose
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through bacterial membranes. The two examples were
among the first efforts that harnessed minimal cellular
systems to mimic and study natural biological systems.

Minimal biomimetic systems have indeed been
used extensively for both biological studies and
biotechnological applications in the past decades.
Minimal cellular circuits have been created outside
cells to mimic genetic activities of cells.3 Cell-free sys-
tems have been used to synthesize RNA ex vivo.4 A
cell-free system that reconstituted both metabolic and
protein synthesis machineries has been used to synthe-
size desired biological products.5,6 Biomimetic vesicles
have been applied in genes and drugs delivery.7–9

These studies establish a solid foundation for the engi-
neering of more complex cellular nanosystems. In fact,
it is now possible to combine individual biomimetic
components to create multifunctional cellular sys-
tems that mimic functions of natural cells, including
gene expression,10–14 membrane transport,14 and
subcellular localization.15 Specifically, scientists have
synthesized artificial cells (or protocells) by integrat-
ing synthetic gene circuits and bio-membranes.14,16

Feedback gene circuits have been used to control intra-
cellular functions.17 In such bottom-up approaches,
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artificial cells are created by encapsulating desired
protein synthesis machineries and informational
polymers into synthetic membranes.

This review focuses on addressing two questions:
How do researchers improve the control and engineer-
ing of artificial cellular systems? How do the systems
help scientists to learn and harness functional mech-
anisms of natural cells to create new biotechnological
applications? Answers to these questions have tremen-
dous implications on studying the origin of primitive
cells,4,18–20 revealing functioning principles of nat-
ural cells,10,21–23 and producing proteins and drugs
using synthetic approaches.6,24–28 Here, we discuss
the development of cellular compartments (the shell),
synthetic machineries (the engine), and informational
components (the information) for the construction of
artificial cells. For each of the components, their con-
tributions to basic biological research and biotechno-
logical applications are described (Figure 1). Further-
more, we discuss important development of the com-
ponents that could advance the field of artificial cells.

THE SHELL: THE ENGINEERING OF
ACTIVE ARTIFICIAL CELLULAR
COMPARTMENTS

The construction of stable membranes is essential
to robust functioning of artificial cells. The mem-
branes serve as protective shells and provide confined
boundaries for artificial cells to evolve and to conduct
biosynthesis without interruption from extracellu-
lar environments.19,30 The membranes are commonly
constructed by the self-assembly of amphiphilic build-
ing blocks, such as fatty acids30,31 , phospholipids,24,32

or polymeric copolymers.12,33 The amphiphilicity of
fatty acids allows the spontaneous formation of
either spherical micelles or vesicles in aqueous solu-
tion. The conversion between lipid micelles and vesi-
cles can be modulated by amphiphile concentration,
ionic content, and pH.30 Furthermore, the stability
of these membrane vesicles is affected by environ-
mental factors, such as presence of ionic contents,20

osmotic pressures,20 and pH changes.31 The stabil-
ity of the membranes can be improved by altering
liposomal composition. Specifically, fatty acids were
mixed with their corresponding alcohols31 or glycerol
monoesters20 to form stable vesicles under broad pH
ranges and high ionic concentrations (Figure 2).

Membranes of artificial cells can also be con-
structed using phosphatidylcholine (PC) molecules (a
class of phospholipid), which have one diacylglyc-
erol and one phospholipid group. Their vesicles can
be spontaneously assembled with low amphiphile
concentrations and they maintain high stability under

various ionic contents, pH, and temperature.30,34

Thus, the relative stability of PC vesicles makes them
a good candidate for the construction of artificial cel-
lular membranes. Polymeric copolymers composed of
hydrophilic and hydrophobic monomers can also be
used as amphiphilic building blocks for artificial cel-
lular compartments (the vesicles formed are called
polymersomes).33

To allow the intake of desired materials and dis-
charge of waste by artificial cells, membranes will
need to be permeable to specific molecules. In gen-
eral, lipid bilayer membranes have low permeabil-
ity to polar and large molecules because of their
hydrophobic cores. Recent studies have shown that
the permeability can be modulated by varying the
composition of lipid building blocks.30 The passage
of molecules through the membranes is proposed to
be mediated by the fluidity of lipid bilayers.35 The size
of lipid head groups and the lengths and saturation
degrees of hydrophobic tails influence the fluidity and
thus affect the permeability of the constructed mem-
branes. In general, PC vesicles have lower permeabil-
ity to large molecules than fatty-acid bilayers.30 To
further improve permeability of membranes, certain
membrane transporters and channels can be incorpo-
rated into the membranes. Many studies have used
pore-forming proteins 𝛼-hemolysin to improve the
permeability of membranes toward molecules that are
less than 3 kDa.36–38 𝛼-hemolysin forms a pore with
a diameter of 1.4 nm for non-selective transporta-
tion without destroying PC vesicles.37,38 MIP26 pro-
teins form channels on liposomes and facilitate sucrose
transport though the membranes. MIP26 channels are
also regulated by calmodulin and calcium ion, which
could be exploited for the control of molecular trans-
port through liposomes.39 Other proteins, such as
porins40 and CHIP28,41 have also been shown to form
channels that facilitate the transport of peptides and
water respectively through phospholipid membranes.

THE SHELL: APPLICATIONS OF
ARTIFICIAL MEMBRANES IN
BIOLOGICAL AND
BIOTECHNOLOGICAL STUDIES

The enhanced control on permeability and stabil-
ity of artificial membranes establishes a foundation
toward applications of the membranes in biological
studies. An artificial cellular system has been used
to study complex membrane dynamics during exocy-
tosis. An important step of exocytosis is the release
of cargo molecules through fusion pores. The expan-
sion of these pores during the release process is
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FIGURE 1 | The mutual impacts of research in artificial cells and synthetic biology. Artificial cells are constructed by encapsulating synthetic gene
circuits (the information) and expression systems (the engine) inside membranes (the shell). These artificial cells have been used as biomimetic
systems for biological studies and as in situ expression systems for biotechnological applications. Furthermore, we envision that the development of
artificial cells would bring forth parallel advancements of each of the subcomponents. Specifically, the engineering of membranes for artificial cells
could lead to new insights into cellular division and membrane–protein interactions. The optimization of cell-free systems for artificial cells could
generate new findings into molecular crowding, protein–protein interactions, and ribosome biogenesis. Finally, the engineering of gene circuits in
cell-free systems could unveil new insights into dynamics of gene expression and establish a new platform for fast characterization of synthetic gene
circuits. (Reprinted with permission from Ref 10. Copyright 2013 Nature Publishing Group; Reprinted with permission from Ref 29. Copyright 2013
Nature Publishing Group)

poorly understood owing to the complexity of natu-
ral cells.23 Using micro-electrofusion technology,42 a
small vesicle was connected to the inside membranes
of a surface-immobilized liposome through a lipid
nanotube.23 Fluid was injected at a constant rate into
the small vesicle from the opposite side of nanotube.
The small vesicle grew and the nanotube shortened.
The nanotube underwent a transformation from a
cylindrical tube to a toroidal fusion pore and released
molecules to an environment (Figure 3(a)). On the
basis of this artificial exocytosis model, it was demon-
strated that the later stages of exocytosis could be
driven by minimizing membrane surface tension with-
out the presence of proteins.

Artificial cells have been used to mimic cell
growth and division. Division of primitive membranes
is thought to be spontaneous because of the lack of
modern biomolecular machineries in primordial soup
that catalyzed the cell-division process.44 Before a
primitive cell can produce its own lipids, its membrane
has been proposed to grow through self-fusion.45

Indeed, liposomes can grow in size by incorporating

available building blocks in the environments.46,47

Vesicles can fuse to one another through specific inter-
actions between lipid bilayers.19,43,48,49 For example,
vesicles with either positive or negative charged
amphiphiles can fuse selectively to each other and
integrate their intracellular contents.48 Formation
of fatty-acid vesicles can be accelerated by mineral
particles,19 which may imply the existence of such
growth pathways under primitive-earth conditions.

Membrane dynamics can be modified through
molecular crowding. Molecular crowding effect
arises owing to highly packed macromolecules in
intracellular environments of natural cells. The
crowding environment can reduce the volume of
accessible solvent for other molecules and therefore
enhance effective concentrations of the molecular
species.10,50,51 Electro-fused vesicles that contained
macromolecules exhibited a budding shape as a result
of the depletion volume effect43 (Figure 3(b)). The
decline of depletion volume due to the budding shape
provided additional free volume for macromolecules,
which was thermodynamically favorable.43 Molecular
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FIGURE 2 | The shell: stability and permeability of artificial cellular
membranes. (a) The concentrations of nonanoic acid micelles with
(filled circles) and without (filled squares) nonanol were estimated by
their absorbance under various pH conditions. The slope of the curves
corresponds to a transition from micelles to droplets. Mixing of the fatty
acid and alcohol remarkably slowed the transition and stabilized the
vesicles under pH changes. (Reprinted with permission from Ref 31.
Copyright 2002 Elsevier). (b) Relative permeability of liposomes to
ribose with various membrane compositions, myristoleic acid (MA,
C14:1), lauric acid (LA, C12:0), farnesol, oleate acid (OA, C18:1), and
linoleate (C18:2). MA displayed higher permeability than longer fatty
acid (OA). Linoleate liposomes were more permeable than OA
liposomes that had the same length, but with a higher degree of
saturation. Mixing of farnesol with MA increased fluidity and yielded
higher permeability relative to pure MA. In contrast, the addition of LA
in MA decreased fluidity and lowered the permeability. (Reprinted with
permission from Ref 18. Copyright 2008 Nature Publishing Group)

crowding was also demonstrated to drive bending
of membranes.52 These studies showed that physi-
cal interactions between intracellular contents and
membranes could impact cell growth and division.

Artificial cellular systems allow experimenters
to study spatial effects of membranes on biochemical
reactions inside cells. Giant multilamellar vesicles

(GMLVs) prepared by the freeze-dried empty lipo-
somes (FDELs) method were shown to be stable
under mechanical stress.32 This discovery allowed
quick scanning of green fluorescent proteins (GFPs)
in the vesicles using fluorescence-activated cell sorters
(FACS). Using this technique, the synthesis of GFP
was quantified in thousands of GMLVs and found
to be active in only parts of the internal volume of
artificial cells. In addition, the ratio of this reactable
volume was constant and independent from the size of
the vesicles.53 In another study, GFP synthesis system
was encapsulated inside small liposomes with radius
around 100 nm. Interestingly, the observed production
of GFP was sixfold higher in this over-concentrated
condition than that in bulk solution.24 Tan et al.
also demonstrated that reaction rates in large reaction
volumes were affected more significantly by molecular
crowding than in small reaction volumes.10 Although
the underlying biophysical mechanisms in the above
studies remain unclear, the use of artificial cellular
systems provides potential clues for future studies and
insights into how spatial effects may impact cellular
activities.

Nanofactories are artificial cellular systems that
consist of four components: an active structural shell
that allows passage of signals and products, synthetic
machinery, a targeting domain, and an initiation or
termination mechanism.54 Nanofactories provide
novel approaches for in situ drug synthesis and deliv-
ery by producing desired materials near target sites.54

Recently, nanofactories were constructed using poly-
mersomes that allowed the inflow of excess pheny-
lalanine within the nanofactories. The encapsulated
phenylalanine ammonia-lyase was able to decrease
the level of phenylalanine in vivo.9,55 This design can
potentially be used to treat phenylketonuria.9,54,55

Nanofactories were also constructed using antibod-
ies and fusion proteins. The antibodies served as
binding domains by bacteria. The fusion proteins,
which included S-adenosylhomocysteine nucleosi-
dase (Pfs) and S-ribosylhomocysteinase (LuxS), were
immobilized to the anti-Salmonella IgG through
His6-tagged protein G. The fusion protein Pfs-LuxS
sensed S-(5′-deoxyadenosin-5′)-l-homocysteine
(SAH) and synthesized bacterial signaling molecules
autoinducer-2 (AI-2).56 The nanofactories success-
fully produced AI-2 and triggered quorum sensing
response of Salmonella typhimurium. A chemical
system that synthesized quorum sensing molecules
was encapsulated inside liposomes to trigger quorum
sensing response of Vibrio harveyi.37 These stud-
ies suggest that more complex artificial cells could
potentially be employed as low maintenance systems
to modulate dynamics of cellular populations in vivo.
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FIGURE 3 | The shell: The modulation of membrane dynamics. (a) Modeling of a late stage of exocytosis using liposomes connected to
nanotubes. (1–4) A small liposome grew with the injection of fluid. The nanotube changed its shape from cylindrical to toroidal and the enclosed
materials were released. After one round of stimulation, a new nanotube was formed. (5–8) Visualization of exocytosis using fluorescein-filled
vesicles. Fluorescence images 5–8 correspond to the events in 1–4. The scale bar represents 10 μm. (Reprinted with permission from Ref 23.
Copyright 2003 The National Academy of Sciences). (B) Electrofusion and budding formation of vesicles containing macromolecules. Voltage supply
was turned on or off at the top and bottom sides of a chamber that contained the vesicles. Vesicles started to fuse at time 0 s (indicated by white
arrows). The fusion was completed after 20s. The budding transformation started at 42 s (indicated by a gray arrow). Budding shape was observed
after 63 s. The scale bar represents 10 μm. (Reprinted with permission from Ref 43. Copyright 2012 The National Academy of Sciences)

THE ENGINE: THE ENGINEERING OF
SYNTHETIC METABOLIC AND
PROTEIN MACHINERIES

Synthetic machineries for protein synthesis are critical
for any living systems as well as artificial cells. The
synthesis of proteins consists of two major steps:
transcription and translation. During transcription,
information carried in DNA is converted into messen-
ger RNAs (mRNAs) by RNA polymerases. Ribosomes
then translate the mRNAs into desired proteins using
amino acids.57 Synthesis of proteins outside natural
cells in artificial systems was difficult because of the
complex and unspecified transcription–translation
machineries. This issue was resolved with the devel-
opment of approaches to produce proteins in vitro
using cell-free systems, which allowed researchers
to study complex biological processes without using
intact living cells.6,21,22,58–62 In one type of cell-free
system, cytoplasmic components of cells, typically
E. coli or wheat germ, are extracted by eliminat-
ing cell membranes and native genomic regulation
(DNA and mRNA). Synthetic genetic circuits can
then be added to the systems to synthesize target
proteins in the systems. Bacteriophage T7 RNA
polymerases are commonly supplemented to carry
out transcription owing to their well-characterized
kinetics and functions.63,64 Another type of cell-free
systems is called protein synthesis using recombinant
elements (PURE) in which the synthesis machineries

are reconstituted from purified components. Specif-
ically, PURE system is generated by 3 initiation
factors, 3 elongation factors, 3 release factors, 1
termination factor, 20 aminoacyl-tRNA synthetases,
methionyl-tRNA transformylase, T7 RNA poly-
merase, and ribosomes.59 The two types of cell-free
systems have different properties and thus are differ-
ent in their advantages and applications. For example,
cell extracts produce more proteins per ribosome with
less cost than PURE systems.65 Therefore, cell extracts
are good choices for commercial production of desired
proteins. Unlike cell extracts, every component in the
PURE system is known, which allows tremendous
freedom to manipulate and engineer the system. This
property makes PURE system an excellent expression
system for constituting protein expression systems
inside artificial cells.

Nutrient and energy consumption are main fac-
tors that limit protein synthesis in cell-free systems.57

Protein synthesis in a cell-free system lasted for a few
hours (Figure 4(a)) in a batch mode reaction, and an
optimal ATP concentration was necessary to prolong
the protein synthesis.25 Hydrolyzed ATP was regener-
ated by coupling a recycling system, such as creatine
phosphate and its kinase, to a protein synthesis sys-
tem. The optimization of ATP recycling systems was
shown to prolong and promote protein synthesis25,66

(Figure 4(a)). Another way to overcome the limitation
of nutrient and energy was by creating a contin-
uous exchange system. A continuous transcription
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FIGURE 4 | The engine: the modulation of protein synthesis rates in cell-free systems. (a) Correlation of ATP (panel 1) and protein (panel 2)
concentrations with (II) or without (I) ATP regeneration. Spheres represent ATP; squares represent ADP; triangles represent AMP. Without ATP
regeneration, the concentration of ATP declined rapidly in 4 h and dihydrofolate reductase (DHFR) synthesis almost stopped. With regeneration
(supplemented with dithiothreitol), the decrease of ATP concentration was slowed and DHFR synthesis was prolonged. Reprinted with permission
from Ref 25. Copyright 1994 Japan Society for Bioscience, Biotechnology and Agrochemistry (b) Synthesis of enhance GFP (eGFP) in liposomes using
a cell-free system. E. coli extract and plasmid encoding eGFP were encapsulated in a vesicle (left) and a doublet (right). eGFP expression was
detected using fluorescence imaging. The scale bar represents 15 μm. (Reprinted with permission from Ref 38. Copyright 2004 The National Academy
of Sciences). (c) eGFP expression in vesicles with (right) or without (left) 𝛼-hemolysin. With 𝛼-hemolysin, protein synthesis was prolonged
significantly to over 100 h, which was much longer than without 𝛼-hemolysin. The inset represents GFP intensities in the first 10 h. Filled spheres
(right) represent eGFP expression with 𝛼-hemolysin; filled squares (right) represent eGFP expression without 𝛼-hemolysin. (Reprinted with permission
from Ref 38. Copyright 2004 The National Academy of Sciences)

and translation system was created by combining a
cell-free system with a reservoir of nutrients through a
dialysis membrane. The combined system was shown
to prolong the protein synthesis from a few hours to a
few days.67

To mimic a cell, many studies have imple-
mented protein synthesis in artificial compartments.
This implementation requires the presence of all
necessary components in one liposome simultane-
ously, which can be achieved by encapsulating either
cell extracts12,16,68 or PURE systems32,53,69–72 inside
lipid bilayers (Figure 4(b)). Liposomes encapsulat-
ing the PURE system and plasmids successfully pro-
duced GFP. Interestingly, GFP in liposomes had longer

lifetime (5 h) than that in bulk solution (2 h).38

Addition of other cellular components could improve
the protein expression. For example, the addition of
𝛼-hemolysin pore proteins in liposomes allowed media
exchange between liposomes and their environment,
and could prolong protein expression inside artificial
cells for up to 4 days38 (Figure 4(c)).

THE ENGINE: THE APPLICATIONS OF
SYNTHETIC EXPRESSION SYSTEMS IN
BIOLOGY AND BIOTECHNOLOGY
Protein synthesis systems have been valuable tools
to study isolated cellular components outside cells,
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such as crowding molecules and protein–protein
interactions. Using a cell-free system, Tan et al.
demonstrated that molecular crowding plays an
important role in regulating gene expression dynam-
ics. Cell-free systems were supplemented with inert
macromolecules of various sizes to mimic crowd-
ing environments.10 For small inert molecules, a
biphasic response was observed where the expres-
sion of cyan fluorescent protein (CFP) increased
and then declined with increasing crowding densi-
ties. In contrast, crowding with big inert molecules
gave rise to a monotonic increase in gene expres-
sion rates with increasing crowding densities10

(Figure 5(a)).
Protein–protein interaction (PPI) is another

important factor that affects protein synthesis in
cells. The minimal PURE system was used to recon-
struct a PPI network using E. coli open reading
frames (ORFs).22 The study revealed that 12% of
over 4000 ORF products influenced GFP synthe-
sis in a cell-free expression system; 34% of the
identified ORF products might physically interact
with the minimal components involved in gene
expression22 (Figure 5(b)). These studies that were
enabled by protein synthesis system provide insights
into how nongenetic and genetic factors could
modulate gene expression. Furthermore, the discov-
ered factors might be useful parameters to improve
protein production in vitro for biotechnological
applications.

Cell-free synthetic biology has also been used
to study ribosome biogenesis. Ribosomes are primary
proteins that translate information encoded in mRNA
into proteins. Ribosomes were synthesized in vitro
for the study of ribosome biogenesis.29,74–76 A con-
ventional method was established to reconstitute 50S
ribosomes by incubating 23S RNA, 5S RNA, and
total proteins from 50S subunits in two sequential
steps with optimized Mg2+, NH4Cl, and incubation
durations.76 However, this method is limited by low
efficiency and non-physiological conditions.29,76 A
one-step integrated rRNA synthesis, ribosome assem-
bly, and translation (iSAT) method was developed,
which synthesized rRNA in vitro from plasmids using
RNA polymerases and assembled the rRNAs into
ribosomal proteins. The functionality of the assem-
bled ribosomes was verified by the expression of
luciferase proteins in ribosome-free cell extracts.29

rRNA synthesis, ribosome assembly, and ribosome
translation were achieved in the same reaction envi-
ronment under a physiological condition, which could
make this method a valuable tool for self-assembly
of ribosomes inside artificial cells. In addition, this
study provided a convenient method and useful tool

to synthesize ribosomes in vitro and to study ribosome
biogenesis.

Owing to the minimality of cell-free systems,
they are particularly amenable for high-throughput
testing of proteins and screening of antibiotics.
Antimicrobial peptides (AMPs) are short peptides
synthesized by innate immune systems to combat
invading bacteria.77,78 Numerous peptide sequences
have been discovered from a rich pool of natural
occurring AMPs.77 The AMPs could be optimized
by exploiting the inherent modularity within the
peptide sequences.79 The modular sequences were
formalized as linguistic grammars and ∼700 gram-
mars were derived by examining ∼500 well-studied
AMPs from database. Forty designed AMPs were
synthesized and about half of the synthetic peptides
showed antimicrobial activities toward E. coli or
Bacillus cereus under a minimum inhibitory con-
centration (MIC) of 256 μg/mL.79 This study is
valuable for the design of new functional AMPs.
More importantly, it offers a novel high-throughput
strategy to develop antibiotics using cell-free systems.
High-throughput proteomic studies are also enabled
by cell-free systems. Self-assembling protein microar-
rays were engineered by expressing target proteins in
each local spot using DNAs and mammalian retic-
ulocyte lysates73 (Figure 5(c)). The target proteins
were tagged with epitopes, which were then fused
to the spot in situ. This method allowed on-demand
generation of protein arrays and avoided the issues
of protein degradation in long-term storage. These
studies of cellular components and the development
of self-assembly systems using cell-free systems would
benefit the development of complex artificial cells that
exploits functioning components of natural cells.

Cell-free systems are being developed for the
production of biocommodities, including vaccines and
biofuel. Vaccination is thought to be a potent way to
combat malaria caused by Plasmodium falciparum (P.
falciparum). However, production of vaccines using
cell-based methodologies is limited owing to a high
A/T content in genetic sequences of vaccine candi-
dates and glycosylation machinery in natural cells that
can produce inappropriately glycosylated proteins.28

Using a wheat germ cell-free system, three P. falci-
parum proteins Pfs25, PfCSP, and PfAMA1 were
synthesized.28 The proteins were shown to induce
highly specific production of antibodies in mouse.28

Cell-free systems can also be used in the production
of butanol, which is limited by the negative impact of
butanol on cellular metabolism and growth.80,81 To
overcome the limitation, cell-free systems have been
proposed as alternative methods for the production
of butanol.81 Unlike cell-based methods, native
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FIGURE 5 | The engine: the impact of genetic and nongenetic factors on cell-free expression systems. (a) The impact of molecular crowding on
gene expression. Systems with a small crowder (left) showed a biphasic shape in gene expression with increasing crowding densities. Systems with a
big crowder (right) exhibited monotonic increase of gene expression with increasing crowding densities. Weak genetic components resulted in faster
increase in normalized gene expression rates when compared to a wild type component. PT7,weak represents a weak T7 promoter. RBSweak represents
a weak ribosomal binding site. (Reprinted with permission from Ref 10. Copyright 2013 Nature Publishing Group). (b) Mapping of interactions
between a protein synthesis system and ORF products. ORFs in the inner circle directly affected the minimal system, while those in the outer circle did
not affect protein synthesis. Green circles represent proteins that caused beneficial effects. Yellow circles represent proteins that caused deleterious
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cellular activities could be significantly reduced in
cell-free systems. Purified enzymes and coenzymes in
butanol fermentation pathway could be assembled
in vitro to minimize metabolic by-products.81 These

examples of vaccines and biofuel production suggest
that cell-free systems could benefit biocommodity
production that is limited by traditional cell-based
methodologies.
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THE INFORMATION: APPLICATIONS
OF GENETIC MODULES IN ARTIFICIAL
CELLS

Protein expression systems can be encapsulated inside
membranes to create an intracellular environment for
the incorporation of genetic modules. Along this line,
artificial cells can encode information using DNA
and RNA molecules. The use of nucleic acids will
allow artificial cells to replicate, evolve, and inherit
the information. To start, RNAs could be implemented
inside artificial cells as they have been proposed to
be the inherited molecules during the origin of cells.82

For instance, an RNA molecule was demonstrated to
self-catalyze its own replication through an R3C ligase

ribozyme83 (Figure 6(a)). The R3C ribozyme catalyzed
the ligation of two RNA substrates, which formed
the same R3C ribozymes. A recent work created a
two-ribozyme system, which catalyzed the synthesis of
each ribozyme using four oligonucleotide substrates.85

As these RNA replications occur in the absence of
proteins, they are less complex than DNA replications
and would be more amenable to implementation
inside artificial cells.

Indeed, a preliminary example of RNA repli-
cation has been created inside artificial cells that
were constructed using fatty acids86 (Figure 6(b)).
In this work, RNA was replicated using nonenzy-
matic template-directed synthesis of RNA. An RNA
primer was annealed to an oligonucleotide with a
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template region. Activated G monomer guanosine
5′-phosphor(2-methyl)imidazolide was then added to
induce RNA synthesis. The authors added citrus that
chelated magnesium ions and enhanced stability of
fatty-acids vesicles.86 In addition, a complete RNA
replication system was reconstituted inside artificial
cells.87 A fusion RNA encoded the beta subunit of a
Q𝛽 replicase, which in turn recognized an RNA struc-
ture within the same RNA for RNA replication. The
work could lead to the development of artificial cells
that evolve and self-replicate their own genetic mate-
rials.

Artificial cells could also encode information
using alternative forms of DNA. Xeno-nucleic acids
(XNA) were created by replacing the canonical ribofu-
ranose ring of DNA.88 It was demonstrated that these
XNA could be replicated using evolved polymerases.
The XNAs were also demonstrated to exhibit defined
structures that bound to their target specifically. These
XNAs could be used to expand ways to encode infor-
mation inside artificial cells.

Furthermore, artificial cells could exploit either
RNA or DNA to enhance their sensing and response
capabilities. Through modulating gene expression of
DNA promoters, artificial cells could integrate com-
plex environmental signals and respond by modulat-
ing either mRNA or protein expression. Linear or cir-
cular DNA can be added to the synthetic expression
systems, thus allowing in vitro expression of synthetic
gene circuits. Simple gene circuits with a promoter reg-
ulating the expression of a gene were implemented in
artificial cells.10,12,38,69,89,90 Two-cascade gene circuits
were created inside artificial cells using orthogonal
polymerases16,84 (Figure 6(c)). Specifically, one of the
circuits consisted of a PT7 promoter that regulated the
expression of SP6 RNA polymerases, which activated
expression from a PSP6 promoter.84 A positive feed-
back loop was created inside artificial cells by using
T3 RNA polymerases (RNAP) that auto-regulated its
own expression91 (Figure 6(d)).

THE INFORMATION: THE STUDY OF
GENETIC MODULES USING
ARTIFICIAL CELLULAR SYSTEMS

To streamline the construction of artificial cells, gene
circuits can be designed and optimized using cell-free
systems outside artificial cells. Using a cell-free system,
Tan et al. demonstrated that molecular crowding can
increase robustness of gene expression10 (Figure 7(a)).
Specifically, crowding densities were modulated using
inert dextran polymers that did not react with the sys-
tem of interest.94 Next, gene expression in cell-free
systems was perturbed using chemicals and found to

be more robust to the perturbations under crowded
conditions. In addition, Tan et al. showed that a neg-
ative feedback loop, DNA promoters, and ribosomal
binding sites (RBSs) interact with molecular crowding
to fine-tune gene expression rates.

Single-molecule imaging could also be exploited
for the design of genetic modules for artificial cells.
The imaging method would reveal heterogeneity of
molecular interactions, which could be useful for both
the modeling and design of genetic components. In
the same study,10 Tan et al. used single-molecule imag-
ing to study transcriptional processes under crowded
conditions (Figure 7(b)). Single-molecule experiments
were set up by fusing DNA promoters to poly(ethylene
glycol) (PEG) surfaces. Next, fusion RFP-T7RNAP
molecules were added to track its binding to the DNA
promoters. Tan et al. modulated crowding densities
using dextran and found that crowded conditions
increased the binding of T7 RNAP to the PT7 promot-
ers. This work represented the first example of using
single-molecule imaging for the design of synthetic
biological systems. This work was built upon a rich
literature of single-molecule imaging using cell-free
systems, which had revealed tremendous insights into
interactions between transcription factors and DNA
promoters.95–97 In these experiments, reaction envi-
ronments and genetic components could each be con-
trolled independently in contrast to their natural coun-
terparts in cells. The modulation would allow exper-
imenters to pinpoint critical design factors of gene
expression and to potentially translate the results
directly to implementation inside artificial cells, which
have the same reaction environments as the cell-free
systems.

Synthetic expression systems and genetic mod-
ules can also be incorporated inside micro-emulsion
and microchips as artificial cellular systems. Cell-free
systems and genetic modules were encapsulated inside
water-in-oil emulsion droplets and were demonstrated
to exhibit unique reaction kinetics that was depen-
dent on details of the reaction systems.13 Specif-
ically, the synthesis of a tetramer 𝛽-glucoronidase
(GUS) was accelerated in small reaction volumes when
compared with a tetramer 𝛽-galactosidase (GAL). It
was hypothesized that the synthesis of GAL was
limited by gene expression, which was not accel-
erated in small reaction volumes. In contrast, the
formation of GUS was limited by tetramer associ-
ation, which was accelerated in small reaction vol-
umes. In another work, dynamics of gene expression
were tracked using polydimethylsiloxane microchips
that contained 20 femtoliter of cell-free reaction
mix in each reaction chamber92 (Figure 7(c)). In
these nano-environments, it was demonstrated that
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translational bursting occurred during gene expres-
sion. These systems offer bottom-up approaches to
investigate gene expression under minimal conditions
without complication of cell division, host networks,
and cellular organelles.98–100 In addition, they estab-
lish a foundation toward using artificial cells for in
vitro evolution of cellular components.101,102

On the one hand, the development of artifi-
cial cells could directly benefit from the characteri-
zation of gene circuits in cell-free systems. On the
other hand, the same pipeline of measuring gene cir-
cuit dynamics using cell-free systems could lead to
fast- and high-throughput platforms for the design of
synthetic circuits and components.98,99 Indeed, syn-
thetic expression systems are being established as ex
vivo systems (outside natural and artificial cells) for
fast characterization of synthetic genetic parts, includ-
ing fluorescent proteins,103 RBSs,104 and hybrid DNA

promoters. Using PURE system, 17 different fluores-
cent proteins were synthesized, screened, and quan-
tified for their fluorescence intensities. The fluores-
cent proteins were then used to evaluate the impact
of spacing between RBS and start codons on gene
expression.103 Hybrid DNA promoters typically con-
sist of an RNAP and a transcription factor binding
site. Transcription factors either activate or repress
gene expression by RNAP. Hybrid promoters that con-
sisted of either a acyl-homoserine-lactone synthase
(LasR) or a Tet repressor protein (TetR) operator
were tested in cell-free systems.104,105 LasR was an
activator that was induced by quorum sensing sig-
nals acyl-homoserine-lactones (AHL). TetR was an
inhibitor that was inhibited by anhydrous tetracy-
cline (aTc). Both hybrid promoters responded to
their respective small molecule inducers and expressed
reporter proteins in cell-free systems. In addition to
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simple circuits, the genomic DNA of phage T7 was
added to cell-free systems, which generated com-
plete phage T7 particles, suggesting that cell-free sys-
tems could indeed support the execution of complex
reactions.106 A delayed negative feedback loop was
used to create oscillations of gene expression in a
cell-free system that was supplied continuously with
nutrients93 (Figure 7(d)). We foresee that the devel-
opment of gene circuits using cell-free systems would
expand the parts library for the construction of artifi-
cial cells.

CONCLUSION
The advancements in synthetic biology, cell-free
expression systems, and liposomes have created a

solid foundation for the development of artificial
cells. Indeed, tremendous research has been per-
formed in the last decade to improve the engineering
of artificial cells and to apply artificial cells in biotech-
nological applications. Through the engineering of
artificial cells, significant insights are also gained into
functioning mechanisms of natural biological systems.
Furthermore, the development of new technologies
in synthetic polymers and cellular components could
help advancing the field of artificial cells. We envision
that the development of artificial cells would both
create and enhance new technologies for synthetic
biology, in vitro systems biology, and biomimetic
nanosystems.
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